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Insolvency and bankruptcy

Oliver is instructed in the upcoming trial of two Companies Court actions relating to preferences, director misfeasance and

alleged fraud. More generally:

Oliver regularly attends Winding-Up Court (including the trial of disputed debt petitions) and attends the Interim

Applications Court to obtain injunctions restraining presentation of a petition

Public examinations

Bankruptcy petitions (including the trial of whether offers have been unreasonably refused, and petitions with an

international element)

Insolvency claims in the context of probate

Oliver has a keen interest in costs-only insolvency work. Recently Oliver has advised in relation to an application to set aside

default costs certificates issued in insolvency proceedings and has advised on the subsequent detailed assessment

proceedings (inter-parties and trustee costs) before the SCCO. Oliver is happy to advise on the drafting and preparation of

costs proceedings (points of objection/precedent A/R etc).

Recommendations

Oliver Ingham of 3PB Barristers is an expert in probate litigation and often acts for clients in Inheritance Act claims.

Strengths: “The tribunal finds him to be very engaging.”

“He is passionate and tenacious without losing sight of the big picture.”

“Oliver is very responsive, user friendly, driven and enthusiastic.”

Chambers UK 2024/Chancery: Traditional/London Bar

Oliver Ingham is an expert in probate litigation and often acts for clients in Inheritance Act claims. He has also developed a

niche in representing Islamic clients and adopting relevant principles when framing a civil claim.

Strengths: "Oliver is extremely tenacious; you want him in your corner."
Chambers UK 2023/Chancery: Traditional/London Bar

Oliver Ingham of 3PB Barristers is an expert in probate litigation and often acts for clients in Inheritance Act claims. A source

asserts: "Oliver is extremely tenacious. You want him in your corner." Ingham has also developed a niche in Islamic finance

matters and Shari'a inheritance.

Chambers and Partners 2022 High Net Worth/Chancery: Traditional - London (Bar)

‘Oliver is quick to identify the essential nature of the case and is adept at conveying that to the client. He is also very client-
friendly.’

mailto:oliver.ingham@3pb.co.uk
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Legal 500 2024/Private Client: Trusts and Probate/Leading Junior/London Bar

Rising star Oliver Ingham specialises in traditional Chancery litigation at all levels of the court system and is part of a team

handling a high-profile Inheritance Act-related case, Hirachand v Hirachand, in the Supreme Court.

'Oliver is quick to grasp the key issues. He is superb in mediation, holding his own against very experienced counsel on the
other side and with the mediator.'
Legal 500 2024/Chancery, Probate and Tax/Rising Star/Midlands Circuit - Ranked: Tier 1

‘Oliver Ingham is very hard-working and conscientious in his approach. He really cares for the client and does his utmost to
achieve the best for the client. He is also really quick to respond and helpful in his hands-on approach.’ 
Legal 500 2023/Private Client: Trusts and Probate/Rising Star/London Bar - Ranked: Tier 1

"Rising star Oliver Ingham is praised for his ‘good judgment and the ability to argue difficult cases’ and successfully acted for
a disabled adult child concerning an estate worth £1m."

‘Oliver Ingham is hard-working, diligent, and thorough as well as being sympathetic to clients in difficult circumstances. He is
responsive and approachable.’
Legal 500 2023/Chancery, Probate and Tax/Rising Star/Midlands Circuit - Ranked: Tier 1

''Oliver is very conscientious; he knows his subject area backwards. He always makes himself available when you need him.
We have a lot of trust for him and he operates at a far higher level than his relatively modest number of years call would
indicate.''

Legal 500 2022/Chancery, Probate and Tax/Rising Star/Midlands Circuit - Ranked: Tier 1

Academic qualifications

University of Exeter, LLB Law: 1st class degree (top 1st in all three years) (2013)

University of Oxford, Bachelor of Civil Law (2014)

Scholarships

Lord Mansfield Scholarship (Lincoln’s Inn)

Sunley Pupillage Scholarship (Lincoln’s Inn)

Hardwike Scholarship (Lincoln’s Inn)

Sweet and Maxwell Prize (Top 3rd year)

Oxford University Press Prize (Top 2nd year)

Routledge Prize (Top 1st year)

Bracton Law Prize

Christina Sachs Law Prize

Exeter Advocacy Prize

Oxford University Law Faculty Prize (Individual Paper)

SNR Denton Prize (Commercial Awareness)

DLA Piper Prize

Professional bodies

STEP (Affiliate)



Member of the Chancery Bar Association

Member of the Association of Costs Lawyers


